Thanks for your purchase. Any questions please don't hesitate to contact us, We will handle
all your problem ASAP. Your feedback is vital to us! And we will always try to do better.
For more details, please contact us by email via support@rovsun.com (Write your seller's
Order # on the subject of the email, so that we can find your order and better assist your issue)
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15K
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18K/22K/24K

5/16" Long Hex-head Screw
5/8" Long Hex-head Screw

1/2" Long Hex-head Screw
5/8" Long Flat Head Bolt and
Locknut
Sill Angel Bracket
1/2" Long Flat Head Bolt and
Locknut
Gasket

Support Bracket(with R and L
remark)
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(15K/18K See FIG.1/FIG.2 ; 22K/24K See FIG.3/FIG.4).
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6.Remove the six screws from the cabinet.(Every side for top,left and right has two screws.) (FIG.10)

FIG.10

FIG.11
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8.Take the pearl cotton for 24K(FIG.12).
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FIG.13a
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(Suggest to keep a downward oblique, to let
accumulated rain water to drain out, from back side
of the unit bottom.)
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Bolt and Locknut
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(It should set on the gasket for 22K/24K)
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sash lock
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22K/24K

15K/18K
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Cool Mode: The cooling function allows the air
conditioner to cool the room and at the same time
reduces Air humidify. Press the MODE button to
activate the cooling function. To optimize the
function of the air conditioner, adjust the
temperature and the speed by pressing the button
indicated.
Dry Mode: This function reduces the humidity of
the air to make the room more comfortable. Press
MODE button to set the DRY mode. An automatic
function of alternating cooling cycles and air fan
is activated.
Fan Mode: The conditioner works in only
ventilation. Press MODE button to set the FAN
mode. With pressing FAN SPEED button the
speed changes in the following sequence: Hi, Med
and Lo in FAN mode. The remote control also
stories the speed that was set in the previous
mode of operation.
Auto Mode: In AUTO mode the unit automatically
chooses the fan speed and the mode of operation
(COOL,DRY or FAN).In this mode the fan speed
and the temperature are set automatically
according to the room temperature (tested by the
temperature sensor which is incorporated in the
indoor unit.).
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1. Digital Display: Without timer setting,the
operation mode is Cooling,Dry, Fan and Auto,and
the set temperature will be displayed.
Time will be displayed under timer setting.
2.

and
Button: Use these buttons on the
control panel and remote to increase or decrease
the Set Temperature or Timer.
Temperature range: 61 ~88 or 16 ~31 .

5. Timer Button: Use these buttons on the control
panel and remote to set the Timer.
Timer Off: The timed stop is programmed by
pressing TIMER button. Set the rest time by
pressing the button
or
until the rest
time displayed is to your demand then press
TIMER button again.
Timer On: When the unit is off, press TIMER
button at the first time, set the temperature with
pressing the button
or
. Press TIMER
button at the second time, set the rest time with
pressing the button
or
. Press TIMER
button at the third time, confirm the setting, then
the rest time to next automatical switching-on
could be read on the display of the machine.
Note: It can be set to automatically turn off or on in
0.5-24 hours. Each press of the
buttons will increase or decrease the timer. The
Timer can be set in 0.5 hours increment below 10
hours and 1 hour increment for 10 hours or above.
The SET light will turn on while setting.
To cancel the setted function, press the TIMER
button again.

3. Power Button: Turn the air conditioner on and
off.

4. Mode Button: Press the mode button to cycle
through the various modes: Cool, Dry, Fan and
Auto.
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10. Directional Louvers: To direct the airflow,
6. Eco Button: When the unit is in ECO mode, the
use the horizontal wheel to control the horizontal
light will turn on. In ECO mode, the unit will
direction, and use the air deflectors to control the
turn off once the room is cooled to the user-set
vertical direction.
temperature.
The unit will turn back on when the room
temperature rises above the user-set temperature.
Before the compressor starts, the fan motor will
run for a while, then it will stop for a while, and will
repeat to provide a much more comfortable feeling
air deflector
horizontal wheel
air deflector
and save energy.

7. Sleep Button: Press the SLEEP button, all of the

display lights will turn off after a while, but the
Sleep light is always on. In SLEEP mode, the air
conditioner will automatically adjust the
temperature and fan speed to make the room
more comfortable during the night. The set
temperature will automatically raise every 30-60
minutes, and at most change six times until the
set temperature is 81 or 82 .

8. Fan Speed Button: Press the FAN SPEED button
to choose the fan speed options. You can choose
Hi, Med, Lo or auto speed in COOL mode and
choose Hi, Med, Lo in FAN mode.

9. Filter Button: When the Filter Check light is off,
it is not necessary to press the Filter Check button.
When the Filter Check light is on, you can turn off
the light by pressing the Filter Check button. After
the fan motor works for 500 total hours, the Filter
Check light will turn on to remind the user to clean
the filter.
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5. Timer: Use these buttons on the control panel
and remote to set the Timer.
Timer Off: The timed stop is programmed by
pressing TIMER button. Set the rest time by
pressing the button
or
until the rest
time displayed is to your demand then press
TIMER button again.
Timer On: When the unit is off, press TIMER
button at the first time, set the temperature with
pressing the button or
. Press
TIMER
button at the second time, set the rest time with
pressing the button or
. Press
TIMER
button at the third time, confirm the setting, then
the rest time to next automatical switching-on
could be read on the display of the machine.
Note: It can be set to automatically turn off or on
in 0.5-24 hours. Each press of the
buttons will increase or decrease the timer. The
Timer can be set in 0.5 hours increment below
10 hours and 1 hour increment for 10 hours or
above. The SET light will turn on while setting.
To cancel the set function, press the TIMER
button again.
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6. Auto Mode: In AUTO mode the unit automatically
chooses the mode of operation(COOL,DRY or
FAN). In this mode the temperature will be set
automatically according to the room temperature
(tested by the temperature sensor which is
incorporated in the indoor unit.).

1. Power: Turn the air conditioner on and off.

7. Fan Speed: Press the FAN SPEED button to
choose the fan speed options. You can choose
Hi, Med, Lo or auto speed in COOL mode and
choose Hi, Med, Lo in FAN mode.

2. Cool: Press the COOL button to COOL mode.
3.

and
: Use these buttons on the control
panel and remote to increase or decrease the
Set Temperature or Timer. Temperature range:
61 ~88 or 16 ~31 .

8. Display: To press the DISPLAY button, it can
switch off/on all lights or LED display.

4. Sleep: Press the SLEEP button, all of the
display lights will turn off after a while, but the
Sleep light is always on. In SLEEP mode, the airconditioner will automatically adjust the temperature and fan speed to make the room more comfortable during the night. The set temperature will
automatically raise every 30-60 minutes
and at most change six times until the set
temperature is 81 or 82 .
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9. Eco: When the unit is in ECO mode, the light
will turn on. In ECO mode, the unit will turn off
once the room is cooled to the user set temperature.
The unit will turn back on when the room
temperature rises above the user set temperature.
Before the compressor starts, the fan motor will
run for a while, then it will stop for a while, and will
repeat to provide a much more comfortable feeling
and save energy.
10. Fan Only: Press the Fan Only button to FAN
ONLY mode.

FIG.21

FIG.21
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